World War III is Coming and America Already Lost

COVID-19 has done one thing above all else, it has ‘prestaged’ the United States for the next pandemic. The US will never be able to respond again, trust in public policy has been destroyed and a permanent violent anti-government underclass has been created, quite purposefully, to assure the destruction of the United States.

Behind it all is a new level of analysis and control of mankind using big data with its beginnings in the marriage of the CIA and Google Corporation.

The real “gain-of-function” has been in the area of mind control, engineered fears and hatreds with supercomputers controlling billions through “influencers” and billions who have lost the ability to reason, the ability to control any aspect of their lives, a Matrix analogy for sure.

No nuclear war is needed. Those who will destroy the US will never be hunted down as most of them already rule the US.

World War III is coming, it will be a biological weapon attack on the United States. It will be a SARS virus, upper respiratory infection enhanced with several “gain-of-function” capabilities.

The world will be a different place with NATO destroyed and the American empire in ruins.
The history that can’t be taught, that will be televised or spoken of in universities around the world would have predicted a new division of nations based on the principles put forth early in the last century by eugenicists and totalitarian loving elites that built Imperial Japan and Nazi Germany.

The nations this time? Brazil? How about looking across Europe or the former Soviet Union, certainly Ukraine, Georgia, maybe Azerbaijan but how many more?

India? Is the targeting of Iran intended to bring that nation into such a cabal? Where would Israel, Saudi or the Gulf States stand with their financial power?

Poland? The Baltic States? Britain? Ah, Britain, any model that works on the US will likely work on Britain as well. The love affair with Naziism in Britain stood strong and proud in the 1930s and is ripe for restoration again.

Those planning to execute this attack, this new 9/11, as with the last attack in 2001, will not be nation state players but rather the nameless and shadowy cabals that one might touch upon by investigating Trump’s list of pardons and those Trump, his family and key associates “partied” with.

How we know a war is coming is simple, experts have tracked movements within the US that have intentionally totally destroyed the ability of the US to respond to a national emergency to these organizations, intelligence agencies, think tanks, banking cabals, secret societies, and elitist cults.

These efforts have been mightily funded, backed by American political leaders, key sports and entertainment figures and, behind it all, as usual, Google, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.

Key is well are the orchestrated attacks on Fauci or Bill Gates and so many others, strangely tied to attacks on Dominion Voting Systems as well.

Following people like Steve Bannon and Roger Stone or Paul Manafort, one can make powerful suppositions that indicate extremely high probability.

The US, in accordance with results of advanced analysis, will be attacked with a weapon that will do the following:

- Destroy the health care system, killing off what COVID has left wounded and diminished
- Produce inexplicable symptoms, with soaring deaths in certain ethnic groups or regions, feeding the conspiracy frenzy as with COVID
- Sufficiently weaken the central government as to allow states with low education levels but significant resources to withdraw from the union successfully

We begin with a hypothesis, based on analysis. In the “post truth” world, certainty requires not only reliable methods but an “audience” or “client” sane and intelligent enough to understand the effort.

Worse still, giving actual “intelligence” to most political leaders has a YouTube analogy, remember that video of the chimpanzee with an AK 47?

Invariably, intelligence experts at a certain level, a small number with names you will never know, have the answers but no one that wants them.

One of those answers, perhaps the most important one for the United States is this one:

Biological warfare using existing weapons created through “gain-of-function” research can target and destroy certainly the United States with ease.

A warning, never has the difference between what we are told by the media are public perceptions and the concerns of the intelligence community been so far apart. The reason this is concerning is simple, nation states now admit, privately at least, that they no longer control their own affairs.

You know, defining a “nation state” has always been tricky. Nearly a hundred years ago, Marine General Smedley Butler admitted that the American military had, since well into the 19th century, been little more than enforcers for world organized crime. He cited his own efforts in the Caribbean and Central America along with America’s role in China under the supposed “Open Door” policy.

Butler’s claim? “I was a gangster for Wall Street.”

But what about today? Governments have always been placed in power to bring about certain events to favor the
shadowy power cults that conspiracy theorists only rarely recognize. If you think the CIA or MI6 only rig elections “overseas,” nothing could be more wrong.

But then who is the CIA? What is MI6 or so many other agencies? Do they really exist outside question and oversight, protecting the West from the intrigues of supposed super-villain rulers of nations such as North Korea or Cuba?

The roots of such agencies, for Britain back hundreds of years to the time of William III, the Dutch born “enforcer” for what would become the Rothschild banking empire and its stranglehold over European currencies.

Germany under Bismarck and the Kaiser resisted, and we saw what happened to them. The US resisted as well, until Jacob Schiff and Paul Warburg “sold” the concept to Woodrow Wilson, under the guise of the Federal Reserve system.

They also sold Wilson a world war as well.

Before that, Jacob Schiff personally engineered the Russo-Japanese War and was the “string puller” that brought about the Spanish American War as well.

You see, certain European based financial groups, with a very long history, not only created Great Britain as a maritime superpower and “bully-boy” but did so for the United States as well.

Destroying Russia was always at the top of their list and, as the 20th century began its bloodletting, the Warburg family, agents of Schiff, agents of the Frankfurt-Amsterdam-London banking empire of the Rothschilds, played their key role. From The Warburgs: The Twentieth Century Odyssey of a Remarkable Family, by Ron Chernow:

“Paul Warburg was the only person in America who understood how a central bank works. In 1912 and 1913, he drew up the basic plan for the Federal Reserve banking system, and he drafted the Federal Reserve Act. In December 1913 President Wilson signed the Act establishing the new central bank. If anyone can be called the father of the Federal Reserve Bank, the New York Times has rightly noted, it is Paul Warburg.

The new central bank’s board of governors -- which for several years included Paul Warburg -- became top-heavy with political appointees whose policy of loose credit set the stage for the Great Depression. America's economic collapse of the 1930s can be traced to the Federal Reserve's operation by incompetents and self-serving hacks.

Back in Germany

While Paul Warburg was making America safer for financiers, his older brother, Max, was busy in Hamburg helping finance construction of Germany's new merchant fleet through the HAPAG company. Because the Warburg family fortune was built on financing international trade, Max Warburg naturally sought to encourage the growth of such trade. For the same reasons, international bankers encouraged the removal of tariffs and other trade barriers.”

Our point? Nation states are ethereal, and national leaders that are little more than “crisis actors” have existed forever.

Instead of developing the tools needed for mankind to develop politically and culturally, history has been turned inside out, with more and more primitive religions and superstitions gaining a stranglehold over larger and larger populations ensuring a new internet driving “Dark Age.”

Conclusion

There is little question about what is in store. Those who predict alien invasions tell of mankind being “farmed” by invaders from Mars.

But haven’t we all been “farmed” through a world economy based on fake currencies, overwhelming debt, useless militarism and wanton consumption of energy and resources that has done nothing to promote the human condition?

Those who blame “vaccines” for all of man’s ills must not look around very much.
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